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Overview
The Industry Mentoring Network in STEM (IMNIS), now in its third year, has evolved from a smallscale pilot into a prestigious national initiative involving more than 600 participants – with over 300
motivated PhD students from Australia’s leading universities matched with over 300 senior-level
industry leaders for one year.
This year, with our partners MTPConnect and AusBiotech we have expanded the IMNIS MedTechPharma (MTP) program to Western Australia (WA), the Minerals Resources Program to Victoria
(VIC), New South Wales (NSW) and South Australia (SA) with METS Ignited, and the Energy
Resources program to VIC, NSW and Queensland (QLD) with NERA. For the 2018-2019 round, the
Energy and Minerals programs have been combined, and are now running in VIC, NSW, QLD, SA and
WA in parallel to the MTP programs.
At the National Launch in May 2018, Innovation and Science Australia (ISA) Board member,
Professor Bronwyn Harch, stressed how initiatives such as IMNIS align strongly with the ISA’s
Innovation Plan for 2030. The Hon. Karen Andrews MP, now Minister for Industry, Innovation and
Science, also emphasised the importance of skills in STEM to enhancing employment opportunities
for the future workforce.
The 2018-2019 programs include a total of 324 mentoring partnerships. The mentee cohort is
balanced with 53% of mentees female and 47% male. In the mentor cohort, 39% are female and 61%
are male.

Goal and vision:


Goal: break down barriers, exchange skills, share knowledge through mentoring and networking.



Vision: develop a new generation of STEM PhD graduates who can engage and collaborate with
industry, network and career-transition with confidence, and lead and excel within any part of a
vibrant STEM ecosystem of research and innovation.

Overall Experience
IMNIS surveyed all participants of the 2017-2018 IMNIS programs (mentors and mentees) nationally
after the completion of the programs. A 15-question “end-of-program” survey was sent via
Mentorloop to gather feedback and inform the ongoing development of the IMNIS initiative. The
survey data are representative of the cohort with an equal number of respondents being mentees
and mentors. Results were vastly positive with 95% of mentees and 92% of mentors rating the
overall mentoring experience as positive and successful.

Positive Mentoring Partnerships
Participants were asked to rate the quality of their match taking into account scientific discipline,
relevance of networks, general rapport and ability to help their mentee/ability to learn from their
mentor. 84% of mentees and 85% of mentors agreed that their match was of good quality. On top of
this, 89% of mentees agreed their mentor was engaged and committed to the mentoring
partnership, and 87% of mentors rated their mentee the same.

Increased Skills and Networks
The IMNIS initiative helps mentees strengthen their ‘soft skills’, extend their professional networks,
engage and collaborate with industry and become more informed about opportunities beyond
academia. When surveyed, 93% of mentees agreed they have “a better understanding of industry,
the skills needed to succeed, the careers available and a network extended beyond academia”.
Mentors reinforced this with 95% agreeing their mentee had achieved the same.

IMNIS facilitates broad professional networking and builds strong connections between industry and
academia. After the completion of the 2017-2018 programs, 70% of mentees had met up to five
contacts in their mentor’s network, while 30% had met six or more.

Collaboration and Engagement
Survey results show that there are high levels of collaboration and engagement within mentoring
partnerships with two thirds of mentors engaged or planning to engage in their mentee’s research,
their group and/or their organisation. The positive effects of these collaborations are felt on both
sides of the partnership.

IMNIS Programs
MedTech-Pharma (MTP) program: With major project funding from MTPConnect ($200,000 p.a.
2017-2018) the MedTech-Pharma program ran in VIC, NSW, SA and QLD in 2017. Now, with
continued funding from MTPConnect ($200,000) p.a. 2019-2020) the MedTech-Pharma program is
also running in WA for the first time.
Energy Resources program: With seed funding from NERA ($20,000 p.a. 2017-2019), the Energy
Resources program ran in 2017 in SA as a single-area program as well as in WA as a joint program
with the Minerals Resources program. The Energy Resources program is now running as a joint
program with the Minerals Resources program in VIC, NSW, SA, QLD and WA.
Mineral Resources program: With seed funding from METS Ignited ($20,000 p.a. 2017-2019), the
Minerals Resources program ran in 2017 in QLD as a single-area program as well as in WA as a joint
program with the Energy Resources program. With increased support from METS Ignited ($40,000
p.a. 2019-2020) the Minerals Resources program in now running as joint program with the Energy
Resources program in VIC, NSW, SA, QLD and WA.

IMNIS Programs 2018-2019 – national operations:







We have 17 Universities (and 7 affiliated Medical
Research Institutes) participating in IMNIS programs
with some running multiple programs
15 Universities run MTP; 11 Universities run EnergyMinerals Resources programs
Program outline and timelines continually reviewed
and developed
All enrolled states have mentor-mentee meetings are
underway
All mentors are added to our Network member
database

Use of funds: IMNIS funding supports program administration, support and evaluation, including
IMNIS events and activities, online resources, surveys, the Mentorloop platform and Academy
personnel.

Key stakeholders relevant to all IMNIS programs:


Partners: Industry Growth Centres MTPConnect, AusBiotech, METS Ignited, NERA, and CCRM
Australia



Sponsors: BHP, CSL and KPMG Australia



Supporters: FB Rice, Engineers Australia, AusIMM, The Royal Society of Victoria, Watermark,
MTAA, Women in STEMM Australia and Melbourne University Press



University members:
o WA: University of Western Australia, Curtin University, Murdoch University
o SA: University of South Australia, University of Adelaide, Flinders University
o QLD: Queensland University of Technology, Griffith University, University of Queensland
o NSW: University of Sydney, University of Technology Sydney, Macquarie University,
University of New South Wales
o VIC: La Trobe University, Monash University, RMIT University, University of Melbourne

IMNIS events in 2018:
IMNIS hosted 18 events in 2018 including 9 panel events, 6 launches and 3 roundtable mentoring
events. Panel event topics included “STEM Careers in Industry”, “The Value of Networking” and
“Meet the Entrepreneur”.
The “Value of Networking” panel event was held in Brisbane on the 12th of April with 60+ people in
attendance. The panel of senior industry leaders discussed topics including how to network
effectively, how an extensive network can assist with career development and how to “give back” to
your network.
The “Meet the Entrepreneur” panel event was held in Perth on the 22nd of May with 50+ people in
attendance. The panel of IMNIS mentors and professionals discussed their entrepreneurial successes
and challenges and shared key advice and pointers.
The “Effective Mentoring” Leaders Forum, exclusively for IMNIS mentors, was held in Melbourne on
November 13, 2018. The session provided an opportunity for IMNIS mentors to discuss and share
their mentoring experiences in-depth.
The National Launch for the 2018-2019 programs was held in Melbourne in May and attracted over
110 attendees. Individual state launches followed, and were held between June and September.
For a full list of IMNIS events hosted in 2018, as well as those planned for early 2019, please see
Appendix A at the end of this document.

Stakeholder Engagement:
The IMNIS Executive Director communicates and
networks broadly and meets regularly with key
stakeholders, interested professionals and potential
partner organisations. IMNIS Program Coordinators
also regularly follow-up with all IMNIS participants
around Australia to monitor progress across all
active programs nationally.

Public Profile and Engagement:
Online profile established and growing: IMNIS website (imnis.org.au) and social media (Twitter 2,771
followers and Facebook 229 followers). The IMNIS website has a range of information and pages:
Home, About, Expert Advisory Panel, the Team, Programs, Blog, News and Events, The IMNIS
Network (current participants and alumni), Resources, FAQ, Get Involved (expressing interest as
mentor/mentee and mailing list sign-up), Privacy, Terms and Conditions (including Use of Content)
and Contact. A total of 123 IMNIS Profiles of mentors and mentees have been published online
featuring both alumni and current participants. Universities are encouraged to republish our content
to share broadly with their students and researchers. All content can be republished by attribution
(Creative Commons Attribution-No Derivatives 4.0 International License) per our guidelines (Use of
Content).

The IMNIS Executive Director also participates in a wide range of events including national award
nights, symposia, workshops, seminars and talks, and actively communicates on all things STEMM
via social media (Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+). As a member of the Ministerial Council for
Women’s Equality, the SAGE Expert Advisory Group, the Australian Science and Innovation Forum
and co-founder of Women in STEMM Australia, the Executive Director shares IMNIS broadly with her
professional network.
The IMNIS Network is a valuable resource for future involvement in IMNIS as mentors, blog authors
and/or event speakers and facilitators. This Network includes professionals in a range of STEM
disciplines, including IMNIS Alumni, Champions and Expert Advisors, the Academy’s Fellowship,
leadership, University liaisons, and more. With the brand and calibre of IMNIS now well-known in
higher education and industry, the strategic focus for 2019 will be to increase resources, enhance
program content, strengthen partnerships and expand to other states and territories in Australia.

IMNIS Alumni from the 2017-2018 IMNIS programs who have gained industry employment:

Jomana Al-Nu’airat
Jomana Al-Nu’airat is currently a systems engineer with
Synergy at Muja Power Station. She has five years of
experience in engineering research, development, and
management. Her motivation stems from her passion for
excellence and a strong commitment to finding solutions.
Jomana received her honours in chemical engineering
from Jordan University of Science and Technology with the
degree of achievement. She also awarded the First place
at the Sixth National Technology Parade (NTP), the First
place at JOSCO (Jordan Oil Shale Company) Award for
Applied Scientific Research, and the First place at the
Jordan Engineers Association Competition for the
graduation projects of engineering colleges in Jordanian
universities. Her novel research approach not only provided a solution to eliminate two industrial
wastes (Electric arc furnace dust and waste halogenated plastic materials) but also to extract Zinc in
feasible way.
Recently, Jomana finished her chemical engineering PhD while holding the Murdoch University
Strategic Scholarship (MUSS) award. She worked on putting an end to coal spontaneous fires
worldwide. During her research at Murdoch, she maintained an excellent performance and delivered
10 scientific research papers in top-tier journals. She has landed the Three minutes thesis
competition (3 MT) runner-up award, the Three minutes thesis competition (3 MT) People’s Choice
award, and was awarded Australia’s (EA) selected finalist Postgraduate Research Excellence Award
(2017). In general, she loves design in all terms especially those providing practical solutions to
industrial problems, and a love for hiking completes the list. Jomana was a mentee in the EnergyMinerals Resources program in Western Australia.
Jomana says:
“I am greatly thankful for the opportunity to be part of the IMNIS mentoring program. It was a
wonderful experience and made me even more certain that I would like to pursue a career in
industry.”
“I was able to spend many hours with my mentor talking about my goals and plans. It was incredibly
rewarding to be able to get the help I needed to focus and make plans when I started out without
much hope. The advice and experience have been tremendously helpful throughout these past twelve
months. As a result of the expertise and guidance, I landed my first industrial job, and am proud to be
the first woman engineer to work at Muja power station.”

Jitesh Hora
Jitesh Hora is a result-oriented professional
specialised in Metallurgical Engineering & Materials
Science. Jitesh completed a Bachelor & Master of
Technology (Dual Degree Program) at the Indian
Institute of Technology, Bombay, India (IIT
BOMBAY). He then commenced his PhD in the field
of material science in Future Industries Institute at
University of South Australia. Jitesh’s project
objective is to use nanoengineering to understand
the effect of mechanical properties of polymeric
substrates on structure-property relationships of
metallic ultra-thin films, deposited on them in order to produce nano structured coatings.
During his PhD journey, Jitesh developed a firm desire to pursue a career in the protection and
management of intellectual property supporting commercialisation of research in this subject matter
area. Jitesh joined the IMNIS Energy-Resources program in South Australia where he was paired with
his mentor who helped him to understand industry, clear many confusions, and provide valuable
advice and guidance. With the guidance of his mentor, Jitesh gained his first employment as a
Trainee Patent Attorney in early 2019.
Would you recommend participating in the IMNIS program to your peers?
I am a great supporter of IMNIS program. I have learnt a lot from the program. The regular events
are amazing and provide a lot of scope for networking. Overall, I would say IMNIS provides a very
strong platform to learn a lot in order to become an accomplished professional.
I can assuredly say that it was the IMNIS mentoring program and my mentor that gave me the tools,
guidance and determination to make a transition into industry that might have otherwise never
happened! I strongly recommend participating in the IMNIS program to my peers.
What was the best piece of advice you received? What was the most important aspect of this
professional relationship for you?
I had no clear idea of the different career options available in the area of IP management and
protection. I prepared a list of questions for the first meeting with my mentor, as my mind was full of
questions. When we first met, my mentor gave me clear direction, and with frequent discussions over
email and phone my initial questions were answered. In subsequent communications, my mentor
guided me to develop a professional career in this field. I firmly believe that I got my first
employment as Trainee Patent Attorney only because of the guidance of my mentor.
Did you achieve what you originally aimed to achieve in your mentoring journey?
I have achieved more than what I had originally aimed to achieve in my mentoring journey. I have
learnt a lot during this journey and have made many good networks.

Aida Shakouri
Aida is a late stage PhD candidate majoring in Biomedical
Engineering at the University of Melbourne and the
Royal Women’s Hospital. Her research focuses on
developing a platform to improve stem-cell based
therapies. Aida finished her undergraduate and master’s
degree at the Amirkabir University of Technology, Iran
and worked as a research fellow at the Sina Trauma and
Surgery Research centre, Sina Hospital (Iran) focusing on
spinal cord injuries before coming to Australia for her
PhD studies.
In her final year of PhD studies, Aida joined the IMNIS
program as a mentee (Victoria), and was mentored by
Ms. Gina Kennedy from Covance. The IMNIS mentorship
program helped her to pursue her career in the industry
as a Clinical Research Associate at Syneos Health.
Why did you participate in the IMNIS program?
From the beginning of my PhD journey I was curious about the alternative career paths to the
traditional academic one. In the first year of my PhD studies, I volunteered to organise two career
development sessions through the Australian Society for Medical Research (ASMR) as the chair of the
organising committee. In these events, the panellists were all individuals with different career paths,
all stemming from a STEM PhD. I was so lucky to see and learn from these incredible individuals and
found what would be the most exciting career opportunity for me. I knew what I wanted, but I was
not sure how I could get there and I found IMNIS to be a perfect support for me to find my paths to
get where I want to be.
Did you achieve what you originally aimed to achieve in your mentoring journey?
“I joined the IMNIS program not knowing how much support I would receive and how much this
support would help me get my first industry job. This journey not only achieved what I was aiming
for, but also worked out way beyond my original aims.”
How did your IMNIS mentor/ the IMNIS initiative help you get to where you are now? Do you feel
more confident? Have you gained new skills?
“This program has helped me in many ways. To name a few, I got the confidence and assurance that
I will be able to pursue my dream job, it helped me to extend my network and to improve my
communication skills. I am so excited to see how this fantastic initiative achieves bigger goals in the
future and helps the next generation of STEM PhD to pursue their career goals.”

Selected articles published online about IMNIS events:




Industry Mentoring in STEM Around Australia https://imnis.org.au/2018/06/industry-mentoringin-stem-around-australia/
Industry Mentoring is Visionary Leadership in Action https://imnis.org.au/2018/08/industrymentoring-is-visionary-leadership-in-action/
Jane Latimer – NSW Launch 2018 https://imnis.org.au/2018/08/jane-latimer-nsw-launch-2018/

Selected articles published on the IMNIS blog:






IMNIS Mentees engage with Ministers and leaders in the Resources sector by Dr Marguerite
Evans-Galea, IMNIS: https://imnis.org.au/2018/08/imnis-mentees-engage-with-leaders-in-theminerals-sector/
Hiring a PhD, why not? by Janine Rayner, EWOV: https://imnis.org.au/2018/11/hiring-a-phdwhy-not/
At the halfway mark: an IMNIS mentee reflects by Alastair Kwok, Monash University:
https://imnis.org.au/2018/03/at-the-half-way-mark-an-imnis-mentee-reflects/
The Mentor-Mentee Perspective by Nick Liau, UoM and Paul Wood, IMNIS:
https://imnis.org.au/2018/11/the-mentor-mentee-perspective-paul-wood-nick-liau/
IMNIS mentees visit the new CSL labs by Anqi LI, Monash University:
https://imnis.org.au/2018/10/imnis-mentees-visit-the-new-csl-labs/

Questions?
Please contact:
Dr Marguerite Evans-Galea | IMNIS Executive Director
Australian Academy of Technology and Engineering
t +61 3 9864 0902 | e marguerite.galea@applied.org.au
imnis.org.au

Appendix A
IMNIS events in 2018:
1. IMNIS Launch VICTORIA – Guest speaker: Minister Philip Dalidakis, Victorian Government; 64
mentees, 64 mentors (15 Jun; 120+ attendees). Hosted by KPMG.
2. IMNIS Launch NSW – Guest speaker: NSW Chief Scientist Mary O’Kane; 28 mentees, 28 mentors
(24 Jul; 80+ attendees). Hosted by KPMG.
3. IMNIS Launch WA – Guest speaker: Hon. Dave Kelly, WA Minister for Water, Fisheries, Forest,
Innovation & ICT, & Science; 38 mentees, 37 mentors (10 Aug; 80+ attendees). Hosted by KPMG.
4. IMNIS Launch SA – Guest speaker: SA Chief Scientist Leanna Read; 40 mentees, 40 mentors (11
Aug; 100+ attendees). Hosted by KPMG.
5. IMNIS Launch QLD – Guest speaker: QLD Chief Scientist Christine Williams; 10 mentees, 10
mentors (23 Aug; 40+ attendees). Hosted by KPMG.
6. QLD STEM Careers in Industry – facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (31 Jan; 90+ attendees).
Hosted by QUT IHBI.
7. NSW Effective Mentoring – panel event for mentors only (22 Feb; 20 attendees). Hosted by FB
Rice.
8. SA Value of Networking – facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (14 March; 40+ attendees).
9. WA Value of Networking – facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (27 March; 40+ attendees).
10. QLD Peer mentoring – event for mentees only with guest speaker Professor Bronwyn Harch,
Board member, Innovation and Science Australia (11 April; 10 attendees). Hosted by QUT and
sponsored by METS Ignited.
11. QLD Value of Networking – facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (12 April; 60+ attendees).
12. NSW Value of Networking – facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (17 April; 40+ attendees).
Hosted by KPMG.
13. IMNIS National Launch – Hon. Karen Andrews MP, Parliamentary Friends of Science (15 May;
110+ attendees). Hosted by KPMG.
14. WA Meet the Entrepreneur – talks and facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (22 May; 45+
attendees).
15. SA Meet the Entrepreneur – talks and facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (8 June; 30+
attendees).
16. QLD Meet the Entrepreneur – talks and facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (19 June; 25+
attendees). Hosted by QUT.
17. VIC Celebrating Visionary Leadership: 2018 VIC program launch, keynote speaker Michelle
Gallaher and facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (27 June; 120+ attendees). Hosted by
University of Melbourne.
18. NSW Celebrating Visionary Leadership: 2018 NSW program launch, keynote speaker Prof. Jane
Latimer and facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (25 July; 90+ attendees). Hosted by KPMG.
19. WA Celebrating Visionary Leadership: 2018 WA program launch, keynote speaker Ron Douglas
and facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (7 Aug; 90+ attendees). Hosted by BHP.
20. QLD Celebrating Visionary Leadership: 2018 QLD program launch, keynote speaker Prof. Paul
Wood and facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (31 Aug; 70+ attendees). Hosted by KPMG.
21. SA Celebrating Visionary Leadership: 2018 SA program launch, keynote speaker Dr Tony Radford
and facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (13 September; 50+ attendees). Hosted by TechinSA.
22. VIC Pitching to Industry workshop for mentees. Four IMNIS mentors provided feedback and
advice to four mentees on the 5 min research pitch they developed with their Pitch Mentor.
23. VIC Leaders Forum: Effective Mentoring – panel event for mentors only (13 November; 20+
attendees). Hosted by FB Rice.

24. NSW Leaders Forum: Effective Mentoring – roundtable event for mentors only (13 November;
10+ attendees). Hosted by FB Rice.
IMNIS events in the first half of 2019:
25. SA Leaders Forum: Effective Mentoring – panel event for mentors only (24 January; 20
attendees). Hosted by Madderns.
26. WA Leaders Forum: Effective Mentoring – event for mentors only (19 February)
27. WA STEM Careers in Industry – facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (13 March)
28. SA STEM Careers in Industry – facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (14 March)
29. QLD Effective Mentoring – roundtable event for mentors only (20 March)
30. NSW STEM Careers in Industry – facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (21 March)
31. VIC STEM Careers in Industry – facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (28 March)
32. QLD STEM Careers in Industry – facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (5 April)
33. VIC Engaging with Industry – facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (30 April)
34. QLD Engaging with Industry – facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (1 May)
35. NSW Engaging with Industry – facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (2 May)
36. WA Engaging with Industry – facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (22 May)
37. SA Engaging with Industry – facilitated panel/Q&A with networking (23 May)

